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In this new guide Dicom Systems outlines incremental changes you can easily make to your
imaging technology infrastructure to have real, measurable impact on network performance,
clinical workflow and connectivity all to put your health system on a path toward optimal
imaging efficiency. Learn how to prioritize projects that can be done with minimal time, resources
and budget but have huge impacts on multiple downstream operations.

MAKING IT
ALL WORK
Healthcare is one of the most complex

settings. You are truly one of the unsung

technical environments. Enterprise imaging

heroes of healthcare.

is where IT is tested the most. We all know

It is your job to get everything to

why. The data sets are massive and growing,

connect and communicate so all systems

speed is critical, complexity is magnified,

and care providers are working without

vendor adherence to standards is not

the infrastructure limiting their efficiency.

always ideal, and the number of projects

Workarounds and manual processes just

and people to support them operate out

don’t cut it anymore because everyone has

of balance at best. The demands to enable

high expectations for speed, throughput

workflow are high but at the end of the day

and availability. You can no longer resolve

you are simply expected to make it all work!

challenges with manual workarounds

You find yourself having to troubleshoot

because there are not enough resources

everything from DICOM tags, VM stability

nor do they scale for the long term. Any

issues, Java conflicts, and HTML5 browser

added complexity is a debt that will have
to be paid down somehow in the future.
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To be successful you must identify
and implement real, straightforward
solutions that overcome pain points
around connectivity, interoperability,
fragmentation, and migrations. This is the
only way to make it all work and flow.
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TOP CHALLENGES
FACING YOU IN
ENTERPRISE IMAGING
It is important to be aware of the

systems, hospitals and imaging centers

infrastructure and technology challenges

across the country we see dozens of

that could have an impact on performance

common issues. They can generally be

and workflow. Even if they are working

grouped in four categories.

“OK” today, they may be magnified over
time when forced to manage more data,
or other variables are introduced. In the
work Dicom Systems does with health
5
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MAKING THE OLD, NEW, OR RECENTLY UPGRADED WORK TOGETHER
Getting imaging data in and out of the

and compliance reasons, but also for

archive is one of the key factors to

enabling downstream workflow based

enabling nearly every workflow in a

on having quality data sets available. This

radiology department. Unfortunately,

is an ongoing challenge as new imaging

there is a four letter word that often gets

modalities are introduced and existing

in the way: TAGS. Fixing non-standard or

systems are upgraded. Communication

proprietary tags before sending data to

problems are not just limited to tags,

PACS or a VNA is important for quality

causes include:

»» Transfer syntax issues
»» Data normalization needs
»» Other proprietary formats
»» Incomplete study transfers
»» Duplicate studies or images

ROUTING IMAGING DATA AND HL7
Using PACS or modalities to route imaging

intelligent routing will continue to evolve

data is cumbersome and inefficient.

as hospitals and health systems merge

Modalities are expensive and taxing an

and support for different workflows is

image acquisition device for sophisticated

required, off-hours or during regular

routing is simply wasteful! The needs for

business hours. To ensure your department
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can handle whatever is thrown its way

of resources. Routing needs are not just

you need an approach that is scalable and

limited to moving data from point A to

not grounded in custom scripts, point-

point B, they must support:

to-point connections, and inefficient use

»» Customization for HL7 and DICOM routing with advanced rule support
»» Complex off-hours support for various remote readers
»» Routing by any HL7 field as a trigger
»» Routing by any standard or private DICOM tag, or even absence of a DICOM tag
»» Ability to cache data for later delivery
»» TLS encryption for secure transmission of DICOM and HL7 traffic
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ACHIEVING ENTERPRISE GRADE AND SCALE
A single archive is straightforward, but

can also arise from having limited or

with so many mergers and acquisitions

incomplete documentation on previously

occurring in this market you will

implemented custom interfaces. In many

undoubtedly have an integration or data

organizations, knowledge is fragmented

migration in the future. Supporting more

and tribal and passed from one IT resource

than a single archive can be a temporary or

to another. Lack of proper documentation

prolonged requirement. Data migrations

adds significant debt downstream as

take time. Remote sites and clinics with

people leave teams or departments.

imaging needs are continuing to pop up.

All of these challenges need solutions

Supporting more advanced requirements

that remove fragmentation and provide

for research or integrating new and future

enterprise level approaches to fill the gaps

technologies such as an advanced analytics

in the current infrastructure. These gaps

layer or AI is now necessary. Challenges

can include:

»» Fragmented/multiple DICOM Modality Worklist (MWL) providers
»» Limited or missing documentation on existing interfaces/integration
»» Supporting multiple disparate archives (temporarily or long term)
»» Removing point-to-point interfaces that are expensive to set up and maintain
»» Supporting remote sites that have limited infrastructure or network connectivity
»» An easy way to de-identify and label data to support analytics and research
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ENABLING OPTIMAL WORKFLOW AND LIMITING DISRUPTIONS OR DELAYS
In many environments, radiology and

when critical systems are unavailable is

teleradiology are actually the same thing.

always a multiple of the actual measured

Radiologists are often physically remote

outage. Most PACS vendors use off-the-

from the point of acquisition and the

shelf load balancers such as F5, A10,

distance can be a building, a county, a

VMWare, etc. DICOM workflow can be

state, or even a country away. Additionally,

complex and DICOM data fragmentation

the infrastructure supporting them in

can be a critical issue that cannot be

viewing the newly acquired imaging exam

supported by network load balancers.

is disparate and sometimes even more

Additionally, a sophisticated load balancing

remote. Radiologists need fast access

algorithm and solution can load balance

the relevant priors no matter the location

across a pool of DICOM destination

of the PACS or VNA they are stored in.

servers ensuring better uptime and

Downtime, planned or unplanned, needs

failover automatically. Speed, resiliency,

to be minimized because it can slow down

and efficiency can all be impacted by:

patient care and the operational impact

»» Having to source priors from multiple disparate systems
»» Lack of redundancy or failover recovery in parts of the infrastructure
»» Lack of DICOM/HL7 load balancing specifically for DICOM/HL7
»» Difficulty in managing critical remote devices
»» Intermittent communication issues
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5 TECHNOLOGY
PLAYS THAT
KNOCK DOWN
CHALLENGES
The challenges described above can be

because you have so many expectations

so impactful to imaging workflows that

on you now, but doing so well enable

they keep you from meeting service level

you to stop fighting fires and achieve

agreements to which your department is

more in the long run. The smartest way to

committed. If this can feel overwhelming,

approach these optimization efforts is to

don’t worry - you are not alone.

look for solutions that aren’t huge projects

Removing these roadblocks will enable
you to work far more effectively. It may
seem impossible to find time to fix them
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but are force multipliers in that they solve
more than one challenge.
Here are 5 that can get you started.
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PLAY # 1

SWITCH TO MORE SOPHISTICATED, INTELLIGENT IMAGE
ROUTING BASED ON DICOM, HL7 AND/OR FHIR
SOLVES

OUTCOMES

1. Using modalities as DICOM routers

Allows your organization to focus

2. Need for off-hours coverage

expensive modalities on their

support for radiology

intended purpose: image acquisition.

3. Complex routing not supported

Provides you with a single solution

by PACS - routing of special

that can enable routing across

procedures, image level routing for

multiple workflows without manual

study segmentation, etc

intervention.

4. Lack of resiliency in imaging
infrastructure

{
{

When a CT scanner is bogged down with
data it can’t be used to image patients.
Calculate how many minutes you could
save per modality and then express that in
the number of added patients who could
be scanned on the device. Saving even 20
minutes is enough to impact revenue.
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PRO TIP
It is possible to throttle a single
router to efficiently process and
route more than 6,000 studies
in 30 minutes, which equates
to 300K+ studies a day, or 1M+
studies a year.

{
{

CUSTOMER RESULT
OnRad, a multi-specialty radiology
group located in Riverside, CA that
provides 24/7/365 reading services
for hospitals across the country, was
able to seamlessly scale reading for
12 to 30 sites when it optimized its
data routing processes.

CLINICAL IMPACT
Optimized routing can deliver large
study files to a workstation much
faster. With PET scans that can be
more than 1G in size, this could
equate to saving 15 minutes of a
radiologist’s time for a single case.

{
{

{
{

ROI TIP
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PLAY # 2

UPGRADE YOUR POINT-TO-POINT SOLUTIONS TO A MORE
FLEXIBLE, IMAGING-FOCUSED INTEGRATION ENGINE
SOLVES

OUTCOMES

1. Individual configurations per

Your infrastructure will be more

modality to support sending to

resilient and it will be much easier to

PACS or VNA

support both new and legacy imaging

2. Lack of a centralized destination for

modalities. You will be ready to handle

all outside facilities to send to via a

outside connections to your PACS by

VPN or tunnel

having a secure destination for the

3. Need for tag morphing and

other facilities to direct their imaging
studies. You can easily receive them

4. Individual HL7 interface costs,
delays and workflow interruptions

12

Do a retrospective tally of the the
time and money your department
has spent on custom HL7
interfaces, either through your
own efforts or those of individual
vendors. It’s not uncommon for
one to cost $20,000.

{

{

ROI TIP

and modify the appropriate metadata
to fit your environment.

{
{

ROI TIP

{
{

autorouting where needed

An integration engine helps
improve ROI on legacy PACS
which would need upgrades
every 7-10 years. This could
save your department tens of
thousands of dollars.

CUSTOMER RESULT
OnRad, a multi-specialty radiology
group located in Riverside, CA that
provides 24/7/365 reading services
for hospitals across the country, was
able to seamlessly scale reading for
12 to 30 sites when it optimized its
data routing processes.
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PLAY # 3

MOVE TO AN ENTERPRISE-GRADE, CENTRALIZED
DICOM MODALITY WORKLIST
SOLVES

6. Single point of failure by providing

1. Support for multiple, disparate

high availability solution for

DICOM MWL providers across the

a critical piece of imaging

health system

infrastructure
OUTCOMES

2. Support for secondary capture
workflows

Consolidating to a centralized, easy to

3. Support for unconventional image

manage and support, single DICOM

capture devices such as iOS

MWL that is enterprise-grade allows

devices

you to support all of your locations

4. Support for modalities that can

and imaging devices. Consolidating

only get their DMWL entries from

disparate solutions removes complexity

a single source

and ensures that you have a common

5. Ability to providing DICOM MWL
to remote sites with TLS (no VPN

source for patient demographics for
your modalities.

required)

{

{

ROI TIP

Extending DICOM MWL to every
imaging acquisition device (including
remote sites) saves time and ensures
that every new exam can easily be
automatically linked to the right
patient record reducing errors and
manual processes.
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PLAY # 4

FIND A WAY TO SUPPORT MULTIPLE OR LEGACY
ARCHIVES AND COMPLEX PREFETCHING
SOLVES

OUTCOMES

1. Radiologists having access to priors

Make migrations happen behind the

across multiple archives, even

scenes, hidden from end-users. Multiple

multiple IDNs

archives can be problematic for fetching

2. Access to legacy archives while

relevant priors in support of radiologist

migration is happening in the

reading. Sometimes multiple archives

background

are temporary - during a migration

3. Workflows to get image data to

for example, but other times they are

the right place at the right time in

more permanent or longer term as new

support of reading protocols

acquisitions and mergers are happening
in healthcare every day.

Explore cloud partners that
can enable efficiency at lower
cost. For example, a VNA that
is managed on Google Cloud
can be maintained for up to
60% less than other cloud
solutions.
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{

CUSTOMER RESULT

{

{

{

ROI TIP

Stanford Hospitals & Clinics was able to
support multiple, long-term data migrations
without disruption to patient care
processes because it had a flexible cloud
archive in place.
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PLAY # 5

REPLACE MANUAL PROCESSES BY FILLING THE GAP
WITH A TECHNOLOGY SOLUTION
SOLVES

OUTCOMES

1. Writing, managing and supporting

Having accurate data in PACS or VNA is

custom scripts to solve imaging

paramount. Data inconsistencies or errors

communication issues

can compound workflow challenges in

2. Manually fixing tags before sending
to PACS/VNA

the future or serve up incomplete patient
records to caregivers. In the past these

3. Manually fixing studies on PACS
after sending

common issues could be handled by
file room staff or even technologists to
manually fix and resolve issues. Today, the
amount of work and data is overwhelming
and technology needs to support the
resolution of these common problems to
make imaging exams be easily corrected
or changed to ensure they are available.

{

{

CUSTOMER RESULT

The Hospital for Special Surgery in New York, NY, was able to extract and
anonymize 2 million patient studies for research. When it came time to switch
PACS, HSS was able to migrate sensitive patient data while satisfying Safe
Harbor Method which is usually very time consuming for staff. Dicom Systems
executed project with our professional services solutions uncovering a revenue
and research source for anonymized data in the process.
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ABOUT
DICOM SYSTEMS
For the last decade Dicom Systems has been focused on solving enterprise imaging IT
challenges like those described in this playbook. We offer solutions that enable radiology
practices to acquire, exchange, modify and archive medical images, diagnostic reports
and related patient data. We understand that every client has challenges specific to
its own technology infrastructure so our solutions are designed to meet your unique
interoperability issues to simplify and improve your existing workflow.
In particular, our Workflow Unifier™ is a smart network appliance utility that adapts
to your current architectural choices and imaging technologies and vendors to fill the
gaps in your enterprise imaging strategy. It’s been called the “Swiss Army knife” for
radiology IT because its applications are almost limitless. It acts as a buffer layer between
the PACS, RIS or EMR and remote PACS or other radiology devices to transform and
manipulate DICOM tags or HL7 fields to make your data flow seamlessly. Unifier is a
single solution that can be leveraged to enact the technology plays in outlined in this
playbook in a matter of days. You can use it to solve one problem and then activate
additional capabilities later as needed.
As a Silicon Valley-based company we are also always thinking about how to keep
our clients on the cutting edge of healthcare innovation. From workflow optimization
and cloud computing, to enabling AI, we incorporate support for these trends into
our solutions so that they do not become the imaging IT challenges of tomorrow. We
recently announced a relationship with Google that allows us to leverage its world-
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class infrastructure to bring our clients cloud-hosted solutions in a more affordable way.
Dicom Systems solves the real radiology IT problems of today while keeping an eye to
the future of our market.

HOW CAN WE HELP YOU?
Dicom Systems is eager to get you in the game. What’s your biggest imaging IT challenge?
We are confident that we can provide a unique, flexible, cost-effective solution that
can deliver the workflow you need. Let’s have a conversation to review your specific
challenges and match them to a solution.

Email florent@dcmsys.com
to start a conversation.
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